MEMORANDUM

To: Coupler and Flow Coupler Customers
From: Shannon Witkowski, Sr. Principal Quality Engineer
Date: January 20, 2016
Re: Latex

To Whom It May Concern:

I hereby certify that there is no natural latex in any of the components of the COUPLER and Flow COUPLER products or in any of the packaging materials. The COUPLER and Flow COUPLER products are assembled and handled in latex-free facilities at our sub-contractors and component suppliers. The COUPLER and Flow COUPLER products are handled at latex-free facilities at Synovis Life Technologies and Synovis Micro Companies Alliance.

COUPLER

GEM2750 – 1.0mm  GEM2751 – 1.5mm  GEM2752 – 2.0mm
GEM2753 – 2.5mm  GEM2754 – 3.0mm  GEM2755 – 3.5mm
GEM2756 – 4.0mm

Flow COUPLER

GEM2752-FC – 2.0mm  GEM2753-FC – 2.5mm  GEM2754-FC – 3.0mm
GEM2755-FC – 3.5mm  GEM2756-FC – 4.0mm

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Shannon Witkowski
Sr. Principal Quality Engineer